'There are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit. There are varieties of service, but the same Lord. And there are varieties of activities, but it is the same God who empowers them all in everyone. To each is given a manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.'

– 1 Corinthians 12:4-7
Option 1: **Bunny’s Angels**

Flex your vocal cords and learn how to sing in harmony! This group is designed for anyone who would like to improve their singing ability and gain the skills necessary to participate in the vocal group in Term 3. With a host of new worship songs and popular tunes to explore, our goal is to have fun whilst sharpening your singing skills. We will also perform at events such as *Café under the Stars* and the Easter assembly.

Option 2: **Speaking not Squeaking**

The #1 fear of most people is public speaking - worse than heights, bugs, and clowns. But we all have to do it sooner or later, whether it's at a wedding, a school assembly, or a curséd English assessment. So, rather than running from your fear, hiding under the bed, and covering your head with tinfoil to keep out the thought-stealers, why not come along to Speaking Not Squeaking, the only Strand group guaranteed* to improve your charisma without the use of experience points! We will work on breathing properly, vocal projection, argument construction, anecdote crafting, and most importantly, boredom removal! By the time you're finished, you'll be ready to stuff a clown into a box full of bugs and roll it off a cliff!

* Not an actual guarantee

Option 3: **Bowral’s Next Top Model**

Ever wanted to soar like an eagle, but have a fear of heights? Like to assemble an aircraft without the bother of an engineering degree? Need to see some models without travelling to Paris or Milan? Then this is the Strand for you! We'll be learning how to construct our own model gliders, maximising their aerodynamic potential, and then setting those babies loose to fly. For a fun, hands-on experience with just a dash of physics, then Bowral's Next Top Model is the obvious choice.

Option 4: **Little Guitars for Little Stars**

What better way to chill on a Friday afternoon than to sit under a tree and learn to play the ukulele? We will learn some easy chords and a range of strumming rhythms to play along to songs like *I’m Yours, Somewhere Over the Rainbow* and *Riptide*. Once you have mastered the basic techniques you will be able to play any song you like by learning how to source suitable chords for yourself!
Option 5: World of Wool Craft

An exciting time awaits for anyone involved in the World of Wool Craft team! The first term involves learning to crochet, from the very basics through to the more experienced crochet skills! If you know how to crochet and would like some help with a pattern, this is also the group for you. We will begin with basic chains and then a granny square, and complete an individual project by the end of term. I look forward to seeing you there!

Option 6: Williams’ House of Payne

This group has one goal...to make you sweat. If you enjoy being active and getting fit, you should get involved. This group will aim to develop your overall fitness capabilities including strength and conditioning, cardiovascular endurance and mighty power in a fun and energetic way. Types of activities include boxercise, strength training, TRX training, interval training and cardiovascular fitness exercises. There will also be sub focus on track and field athletics.

Option 7: Chip off the Old Block

Do you have a golf handicap? If so, you may be looking to focus on your chipping to improve your overall game. A select, committed few will be taken out to the oval to work on their chipping game Friday afternoon. Please come along with your membership card to verify on sign up.

Option 8: Life Through a Lens

Have you ever looked at a photo and thought “I wonder how they took that amazing picture?” Or, “Why don’t my photos look like that?” Photography is an amazing way of capturing a moment in time, whether you are interested in people, nature, places or the small details. This term in “Life through a Lens” we will look at the basics of taking great pictures and videos including composition, lighting and editing. We will also be using these skills to capture a variety of subjects and activities around the school to present in an exhibition of our best shots.

Option 9: From A to Z (Art to Zoology)

In this strand you will learn how to draw and paint animals, using a variety of styles and materials. It is based around you - you tell me what animal you want to learn how to draw and what style, and I'll teach you how! We will also learn some important techniques together, such as drawing eyes, fur, feathers and noses etc.
Option 10: **Lil Readers** (Volunteer Reading Program)

Would you like to have a fun time while making a difference? Come and join the Lil Readers Strand and be a Big Buddy who helps their Little Junior School Buddy with their reading. You will be trained in mentoring and will need to commit to interacting in a positive way with your buddy for the term. Activities will include choosing appropriate books, how to coach children with reading, games, art and writing activities with your Little Buddy. Be quick, places are filling up fast!

Option 11: **Robertson Couch Potatoes** (Running Club)

The couch to 5km program is designed to help students interested in running become more confident and to improve their endurance. Each week the program will follow an interval program which gradually builds up individual runner endurance. To celebrate our progress and to demonstrate our growing success in running, the group will hold a colour run at the end of term, receiving a showering of coloured dye for each kilometre run.

Option 12: **So You Think You Can Dance?** (Dance)

B-boys and fly girls! If you love to bust a move, try new things and have some fun, then sign up for Dance class! We will be engaging with different types of music and dance, trying some choreography, and learning how to be a part of a dance ensemble. There'll be a focus each week on different techniques, along with team building activities, all culminating in a final dance number that we will build ourselves! So come along and step up!

Option 13: **May the Frosting Be With You** (Cupcake Decorating)

Ever wanted to be a cake boss? Let us put the icing on your cake decorating skills! Each week, we'll roll out the icing, frosting and sprinkles until your creation looks like it does in the picture. Learn to use the techniques that will make your cupcakes the envy of every other elective!